Introduction
Generalisation forms the basis of most inductive lea¡n-ing systems. In first order logic, generalisation has been well-understood [Plotkinlg?0, Plotkin1971, Reynoldsl'97O] , and many atgorithms have been devieed based on these principles [Muggleton and Feng1990] . Using a first order induciive tool [Muggleton and Feng1990] terã f whenevbr there is a substitution 0 for which'' E0 = F. This is oor*utty called term á-subsumption"'" õúuioorl¡formula (3) is more general than both (i):
and (2). Because the clause in (3) contains lhe hlglj ,,,, order variable "P' , this generality cannot be under';, ' , stood under its meaning in first order logic' It.h.Tuii,, to be made precise by formal semantic and syntäc-Ì'r;itic definitions in higher order logic' Thus we nee( consider the problem of how P, X,Y 7nd' Z a1e, terpreted in (t¡, (2) and (3). Thie has been pa¡ tackted by bgíc ptogtt**iog in higher orderi' clauses [Nadathur and Miller1990] , which it To sion of (ärst order) logic programmingrnethod-s to with higher-order terms.
Obviously, the higher order clause is a more p9' representation both in terms of expressiveneçs. q fi"i"n"y. Conve [Muggleton and Feng1990] , va^riable types [Lavrac and Dzeroskil99l, Quinlan1990] and prediðate commutativity [Lavrac and Dzeroskilgg 1] .
At present, higher order terms already have many applications in machine learning: these include inductive learning [Muggleton and FengL990] It is shown in [Feng and mainly concerned with the properties of the predicates, the first order objects will be universally quantified, and they ane "ta,ken for granted" when studying objects that may apply on them. After this, the higherorder objects may become universally quantified.
If we extend this scenario further, we can imagine that through progressive quantification clauses of succqssive orders can be induced that cha¡acterise objects of higher-order objects.
Another application a¡ea is the discovery of pre gram transformation rules. Huet and Lang [Huet and Lang1978] The LGG produces a prograrn transformation template, though the conditions for the transformation a¡e omitted.
(V XY z.P(X,Y) * Q(X, z), P(2, X))) (VXY z.P(X,Y) * P(X,Z),P(X,Y)).
In fact, such a template is applicable when Q is a special case ofP (i.e. P by one). 
